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How to represent the world?
To represent the world, we use ...

Words
Sounds
Pictures
...
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Definition

representation = language + knowledge + data

Example

Starry Sky is an art work drawn by Vincent Willem van Gogh.
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What is language?
Language is a tool for representing what is the case in the world
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Example (Term ‘chair’ and its meanings)
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What is knowledge?
Knowledge is a tool for stating what is the case in the world
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What is knowledge?
Knowledge is a tool for stating what is the case in the world

Definition

We take Knowledge as a set of entity types (etypes), each associ-
ated with a set of properties

knowledge = entity types + properties

Think of etypes as universal statements about the world. They have two
types of properties

by Object property we mean a relation between entity types
(e.g., all cities are near other cities).
by Data property we mean an attribute describing some specific
characteristic of the etype (e.g., all cities are inhabited by a
certain number of people).
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Example

Example (etype with data properties)

The entity type chair with the properties type, colour, maker and price.
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What is data?
Data is knowledge about individuals.
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What is data?
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Definition

We take data as a set of entities, each of a given etype, each associ-
ated with a set of property values

data = entities + property values
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What is data?
Data is knowledge about individuals.

Definition

We take data as a set of entities, each of a given etype, each associ-
ated with a set of property values

data = entities + property values

Think of entities as etypes where

the etype consists of a single individual (e.g., the city of Trento)
its object property values describe its relations with other entities
(e.g., the city of Trento is near the city of Verona)
its data property values, describe specific aspects of the entity
(e.g., the population of the city of Trento is around 100,000
people).
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Example

Example (Records in a legacy database)

The entity #1 has property values: Design (of type), Blue (of colour),
Santa Claus (of maker) and 200 (of price).
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Types of Data

The direct example of a piece of data is a record in a table of a relational
database. But there are various kinds of data in the world ...

Unstructured Data
Text without any metadata such as tags, relations, references ...
Semi-structured Data
Text with arbitrary defined tags such as html/xml files.
Structured Data
Data with structures such as records in (relational) databases
and nodes and links in knowledge graphs.
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Summary
A representation of the world is stated in a certain language, with
respect to a certain universal knowledge, instantiated to specific data,
where:

language = terms + meanings
knowledge = entity types + properties
data = entities + property values

A Knowledge Base (KB) is a set of etypes.

A Database (DB) is a set of entities represented with respect to a
certain KB.

In this course, we represent KBs and DBs as Knowledge Graphs (KGs).
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